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Dual-flush actuator (K-6298-7)
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Space-saving
With a concealed tank, minimal footprint and installation 
fl exibility, a wall-hung toilet in the home can save up to 
12 inches of space over our longest fl oor-mount models

Easy to clean 
A wall-hung toilet makes it simple to clean beneath the bowl 

Concealed design
The in-wall tank and carrier system is completely concealed for 
a clean, seamless look

Water-saving fl ush
The dual-fl ush actuator lets you choose between a 0.8-gallon fl ush 
for light waste and a 1.6-gallon fl ush for bulk waste—saving water 
without sacrifi cing performance

Custom height
The durable steel frame brackets are installed behind the wall and 
provide unparalleled installation fl exibility—allowing the bowl to be 
set anywhere from 15⅜ inches to 28½ inches from the fl oor 
to accommodate a range of statures

Low-hassle maintenance
The actuator plate can be removed for access to the inner 
tank components 

Space-Saving Clean KOHLER® residential wall-hung toilets 

Simple ordering process
 2  Choose your in-wall tank 

and carrier system

 ❏  2" x 4" in-wall tank and carrier 
system (K-18829-NA)

 ❏  2" x 6" in-wall tank and carrier
system, and dual-fl ush actuator 
in Polished Chrome (K-6284-NA)

 1  Choose your bowl

 ❏  Veil® with Reveal® Q3 
toilet seat* (K-6299)

 ❏  Veil (K-6300)** with C³®-201 
bidet toilet seat (K-4744)*

 3  Choose your dual-fl ush actuator

  Compatible with 2" x 4" in-wall tank 
and carrier system:

 ❏  Bevel™ (K-8857-CP)

 ❏  Droplet™ (K-4177-CP)

    Compatible with 2" x 6" in-wall 
tank and carrier system:

 ❏   Actuator* (K-6298)

  Bevel  Bevel

  Droplet  Droplet

   Actuator* (K-6298)

Residential wall-hung toilets are WaterSense and ASME/CSA compliant.

*See color/fi nish options at KOHLER.com/WallHungToilets
**Hole punch in vitreous to conceal bidet seat cord

WaterSense®-labeled toilets use at least 20% less water than standard 1.6-gallon 
toilets while still meeting strict fl ushing performance guidelines.


